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Fast learner, adaptable to anything. All want to do is learn new things and move up in
this world. To find a job that provides financial stability and the know-how need to 
one day start  own retail business.

EXPERIENCE

Asst. Fountain Worker
ABC Corporation - 2012 – 2012

 Makes &amp; delivers fountain drinks to customers, along with any 
slushy, banana split &amp; ice cream.

 Restocks any cups that were empty, restock ice cream dispenser 
when empty, restock all candies &amp; slushy flavors.

 Levels One Cleaning the lobby, stocking condiments, cutting up 
produce, cleaning the bathrooms, and customer satisfaction.

 Takes and processes telephone orders Coordinate all online orders .
 Monitors and restocks all retail cases and materials.
 Expedites orders from windows .
 Responsible for Rotating products.

Fountain Worker 
Delta Corporation - 2000 – 2005

 Skills Used How to make someone smile just by talking to them, 
different ways to scoop ice cream I learned how to work the cash 
register an how to .

 Putting a smile on the customers faces no matter how difficult the job 
was Skills Used Communication, flexibility, responsibility, teamwork 
and .

 Providing excellent customer service to all guest.
 Was responsible for mixing milkshakes on a spinner and prepping the 

ingredients for the milkshakes ahead of time.
 Correctly received milkshake orders and made them how the 

customers liked.
 At end of the day, sweep &amp; mop area, push all water to middle.
 Learned how to act fast when customers start pulling in one by one.

EDUCATION

 High school or equivalent - (Brazoswood High School)
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SKILLS

Microsoft Office, Money Handling, Customer Service, Basic Computer.
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